panese larch stands res~ulted in large differences in the
rate of germination of the stands, whilch was proved
by the calculated regression means and regression coefficient. It was impossible to find correlations between d t i tudes of the seed stands, the average mean annual precipitations and temperatures. I t is assumed that the differences which were found arose from genetic and environmental components but the trials ldescribed do not permit a
statement of their proportions to be made.

Resume
Titre de l'article: Allure d e ba g e ' m i n a t i o n dzlns un test
d e proven~anceld1eL ~ a r i xleptlolepis (Sieb. et Zucc.) Glord.
Les graines de 22 peuplements autochtones de Meleze
d u Japon ont ete mises en germination; on a pu mettre en
evidence des differences considerables dans la vitesse de
germination par le calcul des moyennes et des coefficients
de regression. I1 n'a pas ete possible d'ktablir des correla-

tions entre l'altitude des peuplements porte-graines, les
precipitations et temperatures moyennes annuelles. On estime qlue Ces differences sont liees a des facteurs genetiques et ecologiques, mais cette experience n'a pas permis
d'evaluer leurs valeurs relatives.
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A Forest-Genetics Literature Classification Based on the
Oxford Decimal Classification (ODC)
(Received for publication October 28, 1960)

ROHMEDER
(1959) has proposed a subject-matter classification for forest genetics and forest tree breeding. It is
the purpose of this paper to answer ROHMEDER'S
invitation for discussion on the need for revising the genetics
and breeding section of the Oxford Decimal Classification
(FAOIIUFRO Committee on Bibliography, 1954) and to proPose expansion of the system.
I do not favor a complete revision as suggested by R OHMEDER. Minor revisions and considerable expansion are in
order, but if the system approved by the FAO/IUFRO is
adhered to closely, it can be used in conjunction with Forestry Abstracts and the Centralized Title Service abstract
cards. In turn, the ODC is committed to further subdivision
in parallel with the Universal Decimal Classification (Imperial Agricultural Bureaux, 1931). This subdivision should
give it status for plant breeding in general. Not many breeding projects have such scope as that of forest trees with
its many species, world-wilde distribution, and variety of
propagation methods. The modification proposed here may
therefore be of utility to both forest tree and other crop
breeders.
R OHMEDER'S main contention is that the biological foundations of breeding should be separated from procedures
and methods. Thus, there is one category, Mutations, under Genetic Foundations; Mutation Breading, however, is
much further along in the scheme under Breeding Metholds.
While the separation proposed by ROHMEDER
is not regularly used in the slcheme suggested in this article, it can be
incorporated, where the bulk of the material requires, by
subdivision of a single category, e. g.
165.62 X 71 Progeny, varietal, and clone testing results
165.62 X 72 Progeny, varietal, and clone testing procedures; plot technique
l) The author is on the staff of the Southern Institute oP Forest
Genetics, which is maintained a t Gulfport, Mississippi, by the
Southern Forest Experiment Station, Forest Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture.

Subdivision of a single category permits logical.?xpansion
under the Oxford System, which, incidentally, is similar
in certain respects to that given by PAULEY (1958). I t does
not seem necessary lo remove such subjects as Seed Orchards from their ODC designation under Silvi.culture
merely because at present they are a chief concern of Lhe
geneticist.
Another of ROHMEDER'S changes is to use consecutive numbers. While this a t first glance appears logical and desirable, the disadvantages seem to outweigh the aesthetic
value. Classification is as efficient with one set of numbers
as another.
The scheme embodied in Table 1 has been satisfactory for
filing approximately 2,500 reprints in the genetics section
of the Southern Institute of Forest Genetics. I n addition to
genetical subjects, climatology, geology, and phenology are
included as they pertain to tree races and trials of non-native species. On the other hand, the closely related subjects
of physiology, silviculture, pathology, and entomology are
dealt with by other sections of the Institute staff and are
not presently included, although the ODC makes provision
for them. Likewise, subjects of general utility such as bibliographies, directories, glossaries, general statistics, photography, and general morphology are filed separately a t
present.
Althaugh certain insertions, omissions, and a few other
types of changes have been made, coding conventions of
the ODC have been followed: e. g. new numbers for new
categories, X'S placed before innovated subdivisions, ehe
digit .9 reserved for miscellaneous topics, the digit .O for
general subjects, and digits such as .6/8 to mean .6, .7, and
.8. I n addition to the infinite expansion inherent in the
ODC's digit .9, room for insertions has been left between
most af the categories by using every other number - 1 , 3 , 5
instead of 1, 2, 3.

